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BullyAtThe
Workplace

HYAMDhaval felt a great sense of
relief on Monday morning. And
that was because his boss
Sameer Tanna was away for the
day. It had given Shyam, who had
orne to dread Tanna's presence,

a much-needed respite. For, over
time, Tanna had come to undermine and
insult Shyam at every opportunity, leaving
him with a feeling of utter hopelessness.
Tanna told Shyam during the third quarter
appraisal that he was incompetent and did
not deserve the much-awaited promotion.
More than anxiety about not getting the pro-
motion, Shyam had felt embarrassed about
Sameer's choice of words while he passed that
verdict on him.

The previous night he chatted with his friend
Gerry on the Net and bared his soul to him. Gerry
had told Shyam that he should seek the HR depart-
ment's support and discuss his feelings with them. But
Shyam wasn't sure if it would work. Feelings were not
grist for the HR mill, he had reasoned, for HR needed issues,
not apprehensions. Besides, HR was likely to think he was
complaining because his promotion was at stake. Not that
Shyam did not care about his promotion; he did. In fact, last year,
before Tanna's predecessor Sridhar Swamy had left, he had told
Shyam: "You are the legacy I am leaving behind for Tanna, and I
have told him to guide you towards your goal."

Having been shown the light at the tunnel's end, he was dis-
appointed that it now seemed to be receding. Since his chat with

The HR department feels that Shyam should
himself resolve the Issue with the aggressor.
Does Flexo stand to lose? And how?

This case study was first published in BW,
21 October 2002.
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Gerry, Shyam had stopped doubting himself
and had begun to see Tanna's ways more
clearly. He was determined to recast his life
into a better mould. Bracing himself, Shyam
got down to work on treasurer Cyrus Mistry's
project. Just then Rakesh Arora walked in
and asked: "How did your appraisal go?"
Shyam smiled and said: "Can't say'spectacu-
lar'!" Rakesh pondered, then said: "You have
not been looking too well, Shyam. I have
been watching you. Is everything okay? And
now this appraisal." Shyam shrugged and

said: "This year has not been very good;
ever since Swamy left, things are

looking grim."
Rakesh observed Shyam
keenly and said: "Swamy

leaving or Tanna join-
ing?" Shyam knew

fully well what
Rakesh meant. "So what do you

know?" he asked in a non-committal
manner. Rakesh said: "Just this -

Tanna seems to have a problem
with you, and a few of us have

noticed it. Let's be open, what
are you doing about it?"
Shyam remained quiet for a
few seconds, then said: "I
think I must take it up with
SinhainHR."

"Think before you do
that," said Rakesh. "I
don't think it is wise to
discuss it with HR, es-
pecially if the 'boss'
happens to be a rele-
vant man in the organi-
sation. For that's when a
problem turns into
trouble. The only way to
handle this is to confront
the boss. The way I see it

is that Tanna is trying to
set the impression that you

are not good and I don't
know why he is doing it. It's

not very subtle anymore, be-
cause others are noticing it too."

Shyam sat up and said: "This
is all the more reason to take it up

with Sinha. Today it's me, tomorrow
it could be somebody else's turn."

Rakesh shook his head. "HR will simply
become another tool in the hands of

Tanna," he said. "If anything, it will hasten the
improper closure of your case." Shyamwas sur-

prised. "How?" he asked. Rakesh said: "The HR de-
partment here is toothless. I haven't seen any dynamism

in them. They could easily nail you with Tanna's appraisal.
ConfrontTanna instead."

The rest of the day, Shyam mulled over this conversation and

decided that it was more appropriate to have
a chat with Tanna. So the next day when
Tanna returned, Shyam called him and said:
"I'd like to meet you for half an hour first
thing tomorrow morning." Tanna was sur-
prised by the formality of this call but he
agreed. The next day, without much pream-
ble, Shyam told him that while he appreci-
ated all the feedback, he'd like an opportu-
nity to get things going in the department.
After all, he did have a more than good track
record. "These periodic skirmishes are not
getting us anywhere," he said. "So let us work
at transaction level hereafter. Place your re-
quests for tasks over the email. That way
both - the required task as well as the date
and time requested - will get documented."

Shyam had thought this through. His sug-
gestion may have appeared a trifle school-
marm-ish, no doubt, but it was auditable. No

more would Tanna be able to accuse him of inefficiency or incom-
petence, or non-performance. Of course that would not stop the
bullying. like the Friday Fury, but he would have to deliver against
that as well, he reasoned.

Tanna was at a loss for words. He had not expected that Shyam
would confront him. Growing a bit stern, he stood up from his
chair and directed Shyam to the sofa. "Let's talk here, you need to
relax!" Then after they had settled down, he abruptly said: "So
now, you are going to tell me how to manage." Shyam fielded that
and said: "I am interested in fixing things to the extent they are go-
ing wrong. I am interested in ensuring that I deliver to your expec-
tations .:" Shyam chose his words carefully. He was consciously
avoiding the use of subservient tones or of appearing having been
wronged. By now, he knew he was not dealing with a reasonable
man, and he didn't want anymore of grovelling and pleading.

Tanna could not help but notice Shyam's new approach, and
he was a bit taken aback. He said: "So what has made you say all
this? Unhappy with your appraisal?" Shyam gave that a miss and
simply said: "Sameer, we have been having difficulties working to-
gether.let's face that. I really want us to have an amicable relation-
ship. I have worked hard, and your predecessor Swamy thought
very well of me." Tanna responded: "My predecessor didn't have
the task I have on my hands, otherwise he would still be here!"
Thereafter the exchanges went thus:

Shyam: "I am very upset that no matter what I do, it upsets
you .... I don't think this will work out well for either of us."

Tanna: "I agree with you, Shyam. It won't wqrk out very well for
both of us ...."

Shyam: "Exactly Sameer, so can we find a way?"
Tanna: "Don't you think it's too late to try and find a way? I've

been going about this for months, and you come when I've given
up on you."

Shyam: "I mean, what is it about me that annoys youtI haven't
been able to understand."

Tanna: "It's not you that annoys me. I quite like you as a person,
and so do all your colleagues. It's just that you haven't been deliv-
ering and it's started to become an embarrassment for me. Your
work, your style, your overall demean our, it simply lacks dy-
namism or the quality I'd look for in a senior manager."

Shyam paused and studied his palms. The fact that Tanna was
turning this from a 'personal dislike' to a 'professional concern'
did not miss him. He thought: "We are not getting anywhere. He
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tries to sound friendly but continues to badger me with generali-
ties. He doesn't see that I am trying to build a bridge where we can
both work together." Meanwhile his mind said: "I am giving him
one more minute; after that, I am going to try and set the agenda
for going forward on this in a reasonable manner."

For the next whole minute Tanna spoke words - words
Shyam had heard many times before. Then he said: "Okay Sameer,
I understand that things haven't exactly been smooth and our
points of view are different. But I am determined to set this right.
So for the next two months, can we try this: you send me all your
requests by email so that I have a clear understanding of your
needs; then I deliver and you evaluate." Tanna suddenly did not
like the way the meeting was progressing. So he abruptly said:
"Fine, we will also do it your way and then see."

A
FEWdays later, Tanna went to meet Cyrus over Project Treat.
Cyrus seemed rather pleased as he pored over Shyam's
analysis. "Where is Shyam?" asked Cyrus. "I need to discuss
this analysis he has sent me." Tanna sat down on the chair
across the table and said: "Saw him chatting at the coffee

machine. Should I send for him?"
"No," said Cyrus. "Let him have his coffee. He has done a splen-

did job on this analysis. The angles he has examined are simply
amazing. Exemplary workl" Tanna grinned: "Good for you, Cyrus. It
must have been one of those rare days when he turned in a good
job." Cyrus looked up and said: "I am truly surprised by your words."

And Cyrus made a mental note of this exchange, hoping to get
into its genesis some day. Later that night, both Cyrus and Shyam
pored over the figures, sipping endless cups of tea - Cyrus asking
and Shyam clarifying every query. Observing Shyam deeply and
reverentially whispering to his numbers, Cyrus could not help but
say: "Tanna does not seem to be too happy with you. It's an im-
pression I have, not that he has said anything, and then there is
your third quarter appraisal report which does not look encourag-
ing. What's the matter?"

Shyam knew Cyrus wouldn't have said that just now ifTanna
had not said something. Annoyed by this turn of events, Shyam
said: "Maybe Tanna thinks I cannot deliver anything right. But
that's what he thinks. What I have shown is contrary to his
'thoughts'." Probing for more, Cyrus asked: "What does that
mean?" Shyam stated his thoughts in a brief and colourless man-
ner, summing it up with: "I have always proved my capability, as
against Tanna who has only impressions and words." And with
that, Shyam went back to printing the new spreadsheet. Cyrus
thumped him on the back and said: "Hey, take it easy. Things will
be fine. Tell you what, why don't you have a chat with Sinha? HR
sure has ways of handling these issues."
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The fact was that Cyrus was not feeling very comfortable with
all this. It was not for him to try and handle this, he felt. This was
clearly a case for the HR de artrnent to resolve. He had seen many
interpersonal problems, but they had all been resolved with stress
courses and management talk ... but this one was verily a squab-
ble, he thought. As he saw it, Shyam was too mild, even ifhe was
terrific professionally,

Later in the night while driving home, Cyrus' words came back
to Shyam like subtle thorn pricks. Even Cyrus is hedging, he
thought. Maybe he would take Sinha's help, and if push came to
shove, as it was likely to - after all, once these things became
open, they were bound to push him into a corner - he would look
for another job.

Shyam was thoroughly exhausted when he went to bed that
night, and he was determined that he would meet Sinha the next
day. But sleep eluded him as he recalled Cyrus' diplomacy. He felt
disappointed, yet he defended Cyrus with 'why get him into all
this?'. Yet he could see that Tanna had planted seeds in Cyrus'
mind, even after they had agreed to build a bridge. Now Cyrus was
hedging. And the more he had these thoughts, the harder he
fought to drive them out and get to sleep. He needed to rise above
all this. It was getting increasingly petty and foolish - stuff quite
unbecoming of grown-up men, he mused.

The next morning, after four months of blocking life out,
Shyam went back to the Yoga centre and joined his old group in an
hour-long relieving yoga session. Refreshed and happy, he
thought, life is to be celebrated, not meant for men like Tanna to
build graves on. Shyam felt happy at his own 'return' to face life.
Tanna could take a walk. He was already feeling better.

Until he met Sinha. Sitting before him in his office, Shyam
put his problem before him and chose his words carefully,
avoiding derogation or blaming, yet conveying his discomfiture
with Tanna's consistent insults. After 20 minutes of listening to
Shyam, Sinha said: "Okay, so where is the problem?" Shyam was
perplexed, so this time he elaborated with examples ofTanna's
pettiness, rudeness and his Friday evening notes. Sinha did not
feel comfortable with all this. Besides, he played golf with Tanna.
It was a tough situation to be in. "What kind of complaint is
this?" he wondered. "Worse, from a man who is a fast -tracker ac-
cording to the treasurer!" he thought looking at Shyam. He did
not know how to react or respond.

But the more he thought about it, the more confused he felt.
He had dealt with such unusual cases in the past, but a boss who
was a bully? What treatment could he prescribe? "I mean, a boss
who talks tough, do you call him a bully? Where does it become
part of HR's turf to solve this?" Then he tried visualising the sce-
nario where he would take it up with Tanna. It almost seemed im-

possible to him. He could not even draft a script to say
that to him.

Sinha felt that he must find a solution. The so-
lution lay in Shyam's hands. As it is, the climate

at Flexo was grim; what with the recession
and slow market growth. It seemed best to
ask Shyam to back off. That meant making
Shyam stronger to cope with this rude talk,
he felt. Then he thought about Tanna. He
had been part of the panel that had inter-
viewed Tanna last year before he joined

Flexo India. They had all found him very in-
telligent and well-mannered, even charming.

Besides, he was so good at his job. Sinha now felt
that maybe Shyam was overreacting. New bosses fel
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are always difficult to cope with, he felt. Then some-
thing struck him. Shyam had been keeping un-
well, he knew. There were numerous medical
bills in his last submission. He also knew
Shyam's appraisal had not gone off very well.
"Maybe Shyam is under stress," he thought.

Y
OU seem to be under a lot of stress,"
began Sinha. "I also notice that you
have been keeping unwell off and on.
Maybe you just need a break." Then
noticing Shyam's surprise, he said

hastily: "These conflicts happen when a boss has
great aspirations for his team, when a boss is a high-
flier.They become impatient and irritable when the goal
is not being met. From what I see, it's a conflict of personalities.
Why don't you have a friendly chat with your boss? Sometimes
these things get resolved quite easily. There is no legal position
that I can take on this issue; after all, there is no evidence ofvio-
lence or misdemeanor.

"Or," said Sinha with a heavy poignant pause, "become tough
yourself. Call his bluff. When you think he is unfair or rude, tell
him so. Tell him: 'You are being rude', or 'that is an unfair state-
ment to make'. Strangely enough, no one else has reported any-
thing like this about him. That is why it seems to me that this is a
clear case of chemistry. See he is a star performer, we moved
heaven and earth to hire him here. Besides, CEO Devidass will not
hear a word against him. How often does one come across these
situations where two perfectly good people cannot work together
amicably.All this is owing to the recession and the declining econ-
omy; it's telling on all of us. We simply have to develop the coping
strategies to work together amicably. Recently, someone was
telling me about this 'how to live' workshop. Tell you what, why
don't you enroll for it? Go for it. Believe me, it has worked wonders
for people. They all come back filled with peace and harmony.
Theywork far better and are able to see life from another's view-
point. I hear they also have specific stress management modules.
Should I find out more about it?"

Shyam was speechless. He was not looking for a confession
box,but for constructive help. Clearly he could see Sinha was un-
able and unwilling to bell the cat. Suddenly Sinha said: "Shyam,
you are a senior manager. You have a lot of people reporting to
you.What would you advise them? As for me, I see all this is simply
an interpersonal issue. Tanna is not being kind, you are being ha-
rassed ...yaar, this is stress! Tanna has a lot on his plate. You must
understand how tough his job is. I think its best that you both
havea drink together and talk it over."

"Have a drink with Tanna?" asked Shyam. "Perhaps you ought
tobe there as well. I think it's an HR issue as much as you think it is
stress.Let's all have a drink and fix this - my problem and Tanna's
stress.Next month, I am off to Kuala Lumpur for that Proj ect Treat.
Iwant to go with a clear head."

"Good idea, Shyam," said Sinha, "But I do think this is between
himand you. As far as I can see, there is no case yet to involve HR.
Themoment you call me for such a meeting, it becomes serious,
can'tyou see?"

"Butit is serious!" said Shyam, "and that is why I have come to
you!If the three of us do not openly talk about this, there cannot
be a resolution! Let me assure you, I have come to you only after
allother means have failed."

Sinha grew more thoughtful. He did need to think this over he
felt. So he said: "Leave it with me and I will get back to you."

Shyam wasn't sure what all this was leading to. He rued the day
Swamy left, grew cynical over the role of HR and even wondered if
he should have met Sinha, while Sinha sat in his office thinking:
"What kind of a problem is this? I have never seen Tanna have
such a problem with anyone else before!"

If Shyam thought he would find a solution by discussing this
with Sinha, that had not been forthcoming. If Sinha did not act, he
would simply have to work on a time plan for his early exit from the
organisation, he decided. He would soon be the sacrificial goat, he
felt, at least it was clear from Sinha's dithering. Shyam wished he
had not started all this. The whole thing was now meandering with
no sign of resolution or conviction, or determination.

The whole week passed by. Meanwhile, Tanna had started
sending a glut of emails to Shyam, and strangely enough copies
were openly marked to HR. Shyam wondered whether 'leave it
with me' had meant this. Tanna's printed notes to Shyam grew
alarmingly; worse, he was now getting his secretary to take
Shyam's signature on them as proof that he had received them.

Sinha did not get back to him. When Shyam called, he said he
was working on it. Then Shyam simply stopped asking him about
it. Even when they passed each other in the hallway, Sinha merely
nodded in greeting. Cyrus had stopped mentioning it too. Only
Tanna battled relentlessly through emails now. As Shyam saw it -
no one found the situation to be worthy of attention or urgency.
There was only one solution: he must quit.

And quit he did. He did not wait to see if he got that promotion,
he did not wait to see if Tanna changed really. He did not wait to
see if Sinha could resolve this. Shyam had a longstanding offer
from the firm of chartered accountants where he had been an ar-
ticle clerk 16years ago - to join them as partner. If Shyam had not
taken it sooner, it was because he saw a wonderful future at Flexo.
"'You go solve it,' is what they are telling me. Well, here is my solu-
tion," he said to himself.

Now it was Cyrus' turn to get hassled and harried. Shyam was
to accompany him to Kuala Lumpur, now that was in doubt. The
company rules did not permit an employee on notice period to
travel abroad or represent the company in critical deals. But more
than that, Cyrus liked Shyam and hoped to put him in charge of
Project Treat soon. So he called Tanna and said: "What is all this? I
asked you to be calm, now this. Look, take my advice, go have a
drink with Shyam and sort it out. He is too good to go like this. Go
resolve the matter. You are a senior manager, after all!"

So Sinha was telling Shyam to go have a drink with Tanna,
Cyrus was telling Tanna to go have a drink with Shyam, but to
Shyam it was clear that neither Sinha, nor Cyrus wanted to con-
front Tanna. They did not see it as their problem, he felt. "This or-
ganisation does not deserve me," thought Shyam. -
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ANALYSIS I: KAUSHIK GOPAL

Striking Back
Kaushik Gopal is a psychologist with a background in psychoanalysis and behavioural sciences. He has been
consulting on individual and group behaviour for the last 20 years.

THE further development of the case
shows some very fascinating
processes. Shyam starts out stronger
after his conversation with Gerry.
Unfortunately, personal strength

needs to be supported in such instances.
Clearly both Rakesh and Cyrus see what is
happening, but they do not act decisively.
Finally, what emerges is the reality that the
HR department is lost in its own need for
acceptance and is consequently toothless
- this in spite of the need for a sensitive
and well-informed arbiter. Let us look at
these steps more closely, and try and un-
derstand whether any other outcomes
might have been possible.

Gerry and Shyam's conversation has
served an extremely important purpose. It
comes across like a counselling session
wherein one has managed to clearly un-
derstand the nature of the problem and
has given it a name, a shape and an identi-
fiable resolution process ('Shyam had
stopped doubting himself and began to
see Tanna's ways more clearly'). This helps
Shyam create some distance between
himself and the abuse. There is a sense of
hope and a movement towards awareness,
which in itself can be somewhat empow-
ering. However, Gerry's advice about
speaking to HR, though well meaning,
seems based on a model where that func-
tion is better informed, objective and ca-
pable of achieving resolution. In the cur-
rent scenario, the HR department turns
out to be the least helpful.

Rakesh and Cyrus symbolise an im-
portant aspect of such situations. They
represent the awareness of what is going
on as well as the inability to lend fuller
support. Both urge Shyam to deal with
the situation himself. Neither offers sup-
port, even though they are aware of the
fact that Shyam is being treated unfairly.
In fact Cyrus tells Shyam, 'Hey, take it
easy. Things will be fine ... have a chat with
HR'. He tries to push the onus of dealing
with the problem on to HR even though
he clearly sees a lot more than HR ever
could. Rakesh is obviously better in-
formed about HR, 'I don't think it is wise
to discuss it with (them), especially if the
boss happens to be a relevant man in the

organisation .... HR here is toothless ...
they could as easily nail you (Shyam) with
Tanna's appraisal'. Sinha's handling
clearly bears out this view.

Shyam feels more empowered and
takes Rakesh's suggestion, and confronts
Tanna. He handles the situation in a calm
and mature manner. He even has Tanna on
the backfoot. However, this does not last
for long. Tanna ends up flooding him with
emails and attacks him further. This un-
derlines the need for an organisational un-
derstanding of the process of abuse so that
instead of creating conditions for with-
drawal, support systems can come into
play. People in organisations need to b·e
made aware of the dynamics of bullying
and other forms of abuse and harassment.
They must know how to recognise the
signs and symptoms. It is exceedingly easy
for the abuser to hide, and people need to

The fact remains that there is, in such
circumstances, a strong and compelling
need for the abusive process to be re-
dressed. But who is going to do it? Where,
apart from the courts, does an employee
seek redressal? Should targets simply pre-
pare themselves for a long haul and get
their documentation in order so that they
can build themselves a case in court? It is,
perhaps, a good idea to do this. It can
earn the target a fair amount of compen-
sation for damages. Of course, one would
need a good lawyer, an urge to document
and a great deal of perseverance.

If Shyam's colleagues had shown
greater support along with independ-
ently drawing the attention of significant
others to the unfairness of and the danger
of what was taking place, then perhaps,
Shyam would not have felt compelled to
leave and the organisation would not

know this. The organisation needs to think
of forming something like an ethics group
to address these issues as well as protect
the target from reprisal.

Furthermore, it is not a purely inter-
personal problem. The spontaneous
coming together of people gets affected.
People may even go to the extent of
avoiding the target. The team starts
breaking down. Productivity is damaged
and the cost to the organisation is not cal-
culable. How then can we call this a
purely interpersonal problem? In fact,
this is precisely what Sinha tries to do.
Sinha clearly does not want to spoil his
relationship with Tanna. He prefers to see
'all these as interpersonal issues'. In fact,
he even takes sides with Tanna, making
the situation even more difficult for
Shyam to handle. Finally, he tactfully
sidesteps the entire issue leaving Shyam
to handle it all alone.
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have lost a good man.
Finally, even Shyam is left with the

feeling that he has been let down not only
by the bully, but also by others like Cyrus
(who he feels was hedging) and Sinha
from HR. He muses, 'This organisation
does not deserve me'. This shows that
Shyam recognises his ownvalue despite
the fact that Tanna tried to nurture a feel-
ing of self-doubt in him. It also shows
how he feels that the organisation is
equally responsible for his condition as it
did not support him in his fight against
his abuser.

Unless organisations wake up to these
hidden dynamics, a lot of potential can
go waste. Bullying and other forms of
abuse can never disappear. They can
only be recognised and support systems
need to be created so that, in the final
analysis, it is not the abused who has to
pay the price. •
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ANALYSIS II: SHIHISH SHUKLA

Missed Chances
Shirish Shukla is senior consultant at Watson "'Yatt, Singapore.

M
OST professionals are familiar
with the situation described in
the case where players in a situa-

. tion either mouth incoherent di-
alogues, or are unclear about the

importance of their roles. Such situations
are unpleasant and debilitating for the
people who go through them. Sameer
Tanna is not interested in seeking a solu-
tion. It is clear that he does not want to
work with Shyam anymore. There are five
losers in the situation:
Sameer Tauna: Sameer stands to lose
heavily. He could have played a positive
role by leveraging Shyam's expertise and
institutional knowledge. Shyam took the
initiative to build bridges with Sarneer,
only to meet with a wall of resistance.
Sameers behaviour smacks of immaturity
and a lack of professional values. The top
management is expected to promote or-
ganisational values. But they have acted in
a manner that defiles the values they are
expected to promote.

Sameer is a compulsive abuser of man-
agerial and professional authority. Shyam
proposed a face-saving solution to Sameer
who should have made sincere efforts to
make it work. Instead, he harassed Shyam
further. Shyam will be inclined to talk
about his humiliating experience with
others. Sameer will gain a reputation of
beingunprofessional.

Prospective employees usually speak
to the person currently holding that posi-
tionbefore taking up a job. Sameer has not
onlylost a competent team player, but he
willalso find it difficult to replace Shyam
because of the kind of reputation he is
likelyto earn in the job market.

Sarneer's challenges might become
biggerand he may not be able to deliver as
per expectations without a competent
team.This will affect his performance and,
inturn, impact his professional standing
inthe organisation. Sameer has lost a per-
former and has put his own career and
reputation at risk.
Cyrus Mistry: Cyrus made hesitant at-
tempts to understand Shyarn's problems
buthe made no serious efforts to help him
out. He spoke up for Shyam but not
stronglyenough to influence Sarneers ac-

tions. He could have worked with Shyam
and Sameer to find a solution. He could
have arranged with Sameer for Shyam to
be transferred to his project.
Sinha - the HR wimp: Through his ac-
tions, Sinha has brought disrepute to him-
self and to the HR profession in general.
He has absolutely no clue as to what his
role is. He has demonstrated a lack of char-
acter and courage, and utter disregard for
upholding professional values.

Sinha has not used his knowledge of
organisational politics to help achieve
Flexo's and the employees' goals. He
should have played the role of a facilitator
to mediate and find a solution to both
Sameer and Shyarn's situations. Sinha
could have used his rapport with Sameer
to bring his relationship with Shyam back
on track for employee motivation, man-
agement sensitivity of employee issues

hear no criticism of his favourite managers
- or worse - that his favourite managers
commit no wrong. This impression is so
strong that HR does not go to him to dis-
cuss such serious issues for the fear of be-
ing reprimanded. The leadership at Flexo
seems to have erected a wall to ward off
criticism about 'stars' from anybody in the
organisation. It seems like feedback is
taboo in Flexo India. When CEOs don't lis-
ten to employees, chances are that they
will stop listening to customers as well.
And soon the decline of the organisation
will start. Devidass has lost a valuable em-
ployee and he doesn't even know about it.
Imagine if the marketing people would not
provide any feedback to the CEO about
customers. This spells the beginning of the
end of the firm.
Flew India: The organisation is the biggest
loser. It has a set of top managers unwilling

and overall organisational performance.
Instead, he seemed to be only interested in
maintaining a superficially positive rela-
tionship with Sameer. He reveals inherent
doubts over his own relationship with the
CEO,who, he fears, may dislike confronta-
tions with Sameer.

Clearly, Sinha lacked the experience
and expertise to be an employee champion.
Byhis inaction, he has cut himself off from
all employees - they will not go to him with
their problems. He will face the music if he
fails to get the right candidate to replace
Shyam. And if Sameers behaviour contin-
ues as it is likely to, the people he hires may
also want to quit, which will again affect his
performance adversely. The lead times
to recruit will go up, recruitment costs will
rise and the organisation's performance
will suffer.
Devidass-theCEO: Devidass has proba-
bly communicated to people that he can
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to uphold values through their actions and
deeds. You have a CEO who has cut off all
adverse information flow about his people.
Youhave an HR person who has refused to
be a champion of employee causes. You
have an employee who slogs endlessly
without direction, and has to deal with an
unscrupulous boss, undefined perform-
ance expectations, and faces personal and
professional frustration as a result of this.
Furthermore, his attempts to remedy the
situation seems to draw him closer to trou-
ble and the end of his career instead of fur-
ther enhancing his career. Flexo will not
survive and it does not deserve to survive.
Shyam is right: the organisation does
not deserve him because it is run by a
bunch oflosers.

This has become an unpleasant, lose-
all situation, where the players are killing
themselves in an attempt to kill others.
And all this will harm Flexo. -


